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introduction: “conspire to inspire”

Within these pages are messages of hope, motivation, and compassion. 
Compassion for others and the uniqueness of each person’s struggle. Motivation 
to unite and support one another. Hope that love and self-understanding are 
within reach. Hope that someone is listening. Within these pages also lies an 
invitation. Through telling and sharing their stories, these writers are inviting 
you to look into their worlds, to gain a greater understanding of the physical and 
social spaces that separate us. Through writing, we hope you will be inspired to 
act, pushed to conspire with pages of your own. 

The words that come together from these four writing workshops are stronger 
together than they would be apart. They house a treasure trove of insight about 
what it means to live and fail and thrive and grow in the fall of 2013. They 
reveal something important about why words and their circulation speak to 
the very core of who we are as human beings, as citizens of a shared planet. In 
a time when national and international news rarely delivers stories of human 
kindness and success, we look to the written word for solace, humor, joy, and 
the restoration that the imagination and creativity can sometimes deliver. 

For fourteen weeks this fall, writers from all backgrounds came together through 
the SpeakOut! Writing Workshops. Some came out of curiosity; others were 
motivated by the will to articulate their thoughts, lives, dreams, and passions. 
Once a week, we wrote and shared poetry (from haiku to experimental), short 
stories, plays, and other pieces of writing inspired by our lives and by each 
other. Each session opened with writers reading their work and closed with 
writers submitting work for feedback and publication. Throughout the fall, 
we explored stereotypes, figurative language, similes, John Keats, and facial 
hair. We discussed the intersection of words and music and how lyrics impact 
sound. We even made anonymous postcards containing our secrets to be sent to 
postsecret.com. Collaborative writing exercises were also a frequent occurrence 
as we further illuminated the symphony of voices comprising the SpeakOut 
opus. 

       Continued on next page
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The primary philosophy of the SpeakOut! Writing Workshop is that every 
person has a story to tell; each has words that are valuable and necessary. 
We encourage each writer to tell his/her own story and represent personal 
experiences on paper. Whether it be directly supporting fellow writers while in 
workshop through feedback, encouragement, or emotional support or indirectly 
speaking to someone through the written word, inspiration and collaboration 
were plentiful resources throughout the development of this publication.  This 
“Conspire to Inspire” volume explores issues of love, loss, growth,  hope, and 
the many things our collective hands have done (see our collaborative poems!).  
These highlight some of the brief moments in life that provide motivation for 
the actions that follow, both positive and negative.  Once writings begin to 
circulate beyond our workshop tables, we envision readers from all walks of life 
coming to know us more fully.

This journal is dedicated to writers past and present at the Larimer County 
Detention Center (with a special remembrance of  Joe H., a dedicated writer 
who was lost in a car crash in November) and Turning Point.  Each bravely 
joins the women and men across our globe who struggle against oppression, 
poverty, abuse, and gender discrimination by creating and publishing their 
stories, poems, essays, and artwork. This is a collection of their work, voices 
that reach into the future and remind us that there are untold ways to conspire 
toward a better world.  

Want to Contribute to the SpeakOut! Writing Program? 
Please visit our website for more information: 
http://csuclc.wordpress.com/donate/ 
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REFLECTIONS BY LEAD 
WORKSHOP FACILITATORS

Elise: This semester our men’s SpeakOut has seen incredible creativity both 
visually and through the written word.  We have explored secrets, writer’s 
block, stereotypes, advice, beliefs, gratitude, and facial hair. We made 
anonymous postcards containing our secrets to be sent in to postsecret.com.  
Ironically, when talking about writer’s block, we found ourselves plagued by 
the very phenomena we were trying to ward off.  I have learned more during 
my Thursday nights in the jail than I ever have in a classroom.  A sincere 
thanks to all the writers; you have changed my life.

Olivia: This semester has been great. The young women at Turning Point 
have been especially busy submitting poetry and drawings. I have loved 
the opportunity and the privilege to see and read all their work. We have 
discussed figurative language and I was overwhelmed with the beautiful 
metaphors and similes the writers came up with. We recently read John Keats 
and a few fell in love with his beautiful diction. I have enjoyed getting to 
know everyone and am excited to read all the amazing work coming out of 
the Fort Collins communities. 

Cody:  So far this year we’ve been talking a lot about the intersection of words 
and music.  We’ve worked on a song together, written lyrics for songs composed 
beyond the workshops, and listened to some music before discussing how the 
lyrics added to and changed a particular song’s sound.  Almost everyone in 
the group plays at least one instrument so there’s been a very natural music 
infused in their work.  I can’t speak for any of the guys at the Boys House, but 
the workshops are always the highlight of my week.

Brit: This was my first session with SpeakOut, and it was so much more than 
I expected.  I learned so much from all of the writers through the interesting 
exercises we did. Some being collaborative writings and others being activities 
that pulled words straight from the heart and soul. I  heard different stories 
and read pieces the women submitted that were incredibly moving. Every 
session is something I look forward to. I can’t wait to see what the next spring 
will bring!
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lori r.

What she loved was her children.
What she loved was her man.
What she loved was her freedom.
What she loved was her family.

But what she never thought of
was losing what she loved,
what she loved for a very long time
in her life.

 What she loved

what she loved
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lori r. 

Loose gravel crunched beneath my feet,
The air was thin & dark.
The Earth’s glare was green &  gave way to thick light
Giant craters surround the depths of space
Around my cold feet.  Raw skin breaks away & pools
Of thick blood surrounds my mind.
Clouds of dense earth spin rapidly around my body
Light expands around me & cracks the darkness.
Sharp pulsing beeps sporadically fill my ears.
My pupils dilate at the sight of a man in a white coat.
Smiling down upon me.
Freedom of spirit never dies

still heart - a minute of death
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gabrielle n. 
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gabrielle n. 
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jeans

Let it go.
When the moment
you finally realize
it’s over, just
let him go.
You must change
your life for the
better. Letting him
go will do just that.

untitled
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jeans

dark and stormy

It was a dark and stormy afternoon, 
the wind was blowing, 
rain falling. 
The skies were black 
in the mid-afternoon. 
A chill to my bones 
and all I wanted 
was to cuddle with my boo!
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jeans

free write

My baby is on my mind!  I wonder what she'll look like?  What color her 
eyes will be and how much she'll weight.  I wonder if Chloe is the right 
name for my precious baby?  I hope she has my color eyes.  I can't wait 
to kiss her and smell her, feed her!  I am really nervous to meet her, but I 
know I'll love her with everything I am.

I hope Josh will be a good poppa
I think he will.

untitled

Swinging, trees
Sunny, warm
Mid-afternoon
Train passing, Birds chirping
Blue skies my babe
Floating, relaxing
When it’s warm out
Happy and content
My hammock
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martha a.

Heaven is...
Right here, right now.

I love it most...
In the truth of my relationships.
The gleam in my soulmate’s eyes.
The love and pride I have for my children.
The steadfastness of my family and friends.

In nature...
Puget Sound, orca, close and majestic.
Sea of Cortez, grey, close and peaceful.
Sea of Cortez, 200 dolphins, extreme adrenaline and energy.
Monterey Peninsula, elephant walruses and sea
otters playful, loving, soft as can be, the ultimate lovers.
Cameron Pass, moose, elk, bighorns, proud, stoic and again majestic.
Lory State Park, shades of greens, blues and greys
and streaming down from the lolling clouds...
Beams of sunshine
Spotlights from heaven.

Heaven is my constant companion
When I choose to see it.
LCDC, concrete, steel, disrespect, discipline
And shining through the orange, green? white?
Smiles, laughter, tears, friendship, sisterhood,
growth...
And always, spotlights from heaven

spotlights from heaven
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Beautiful,

         At times I watch to see yourself through others’ eyes.
        The lies are but mirrors into others’ souls.
         A broken Hallelujah.

Beautiful,

         Most times I watch your peace, your happiness, as it shines in 
 your truth.
         In your perfect broken-ness lies your well-intended, pure soul.
         This is the perfection and purity in a broken Hallelujah.

Beautiful,

         Nature, Heaven, your Angels and your Saints rejoice in your Holy  
  Hallelujah.

Beautiful,

         I am you, and You are Me

         Mind, Body and Spirit.

Beautiful.

martha a.

beautiful
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chino b.
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chino b. 
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stephanie c.

Be strong
Be a woman
You are
What you are
You are
Strong
You are 
A woman

You could have anything
Do anything
Be anything
You have everything
Everything you want
You will get
You strive for
You need
So you get it

It may
Take time
But
You have to work
You will work
Because
You are strong
And 
you’re a woman

Imagine nothing
Imagine everything
Because what
You imagine
You will

Get
One way 
Or another
Now 
Or later
Easy
Or sought out

Relentlessly
You will
Never give up
Or fall
Under the hands
That try
Try relentlessly
To bring you down
To make you fail
To take
What you want
What you need
What you’ve earned
What you’ve worked for

It’s yours
All yours
So
Get it

Strive for it
Win it
Take it
Have it
And don’t let it go

untitled
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stephanie c.

it could mean something, it could mean everything

The sound of the creek rippling by.
The soft breeze rustles the trees and blows the 
changing leaves scuffling across the ground.
The bumble bee busily buzzed by, doing his daily work, 
going flower to flower, to keep this world going.
In the distance, you hear the familiar, yet ever
changing song chirping through the trees.
Are they singing to us?
To each other? 
To the world? The Earth?

Stop.
Listen.
The world is never silent. 
You sit completely still and soundless.
Not even listening to your own breathing
or your own heartbeat.
And the world seems a little louder.

Sounds from every direction. 
Sounds from living things. 
Sounds from elements. 
Together, going on harmoniously. 
As if everything hears it surroundings.
Orchestrating nature so perfectly.
Nature is speaking.
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Every second.
Every day.
Never quiet even in the black of night.
Is anyone listening? 
Are they too caught up in the sands of themselves?
Missing the message that nature is trying to get to us?
Ignoring the Earth and its song?
It sounds? 
Together in a perfect chorus. 
Stop. 
Listen.
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stephanie c.

Looking at the sun
shining through the cracks in 
this room.
The only air I get
not enclosed and recycled.

When I leave
it will be cold.
It will be gray.
It will be winter.

I hope I still have my sun
Its rays on my face
Even though it will be cold.
Gray.
Winter.

I long to see its entirety,
not just through slits in this 
room,
stripes of light
through concrete walls.

Chasing it around the clock

until it disappears too early,
I want to see the clouds 
      dance around its
rays piercing through them.

I want it to burn orange 
through my eyes
so when I close them
it lingers there for a few moments.

I miss my sun.
On my skin, in my eyes,
looking for what is always 
there,
but right now, hard to reach.
 

i miss my sun
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stephanie c.

we have to keep going

We have to keep going
Through darkness and sadness
We have to keep going
Till light hits our lives.

We have to keep going
Breathing and loving
Striving for greatness
With tears in our eyes.

We have to keep going
Through blisters and bruises
We have to keep going
Through weakness and pain.

We have to keep going
Though it may hurt greatly
We have to be strong
To get through this rain.

We have to keep going
Down rough road and smooth
We have to keep going
Down the path we call life.

We have to keep going
To get to the right one
The one that will lead us
To the greatness we strive.

We have to keep going
And never give up
We have to keep going
And never lose grip.

We have to keep going
And our love will lead us
And catch us when we
Just so happen to slip.

So never lose faith
Never lose hope
Know if you have love
You’ll be able to cope.

And get through the darkness
And make it to light
If we believe
We will never lose sight.
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que
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krista t.

modern day hobos

They ride the trains
Not Amtrak, no paid fare.
They know they spot
To hop out, to go anywhere.

“Mama’s calling” Donny says.
Each night when the whistle blows.
“Gotta bounce for a bit
But I’ll be back before it snows.”

Asheville, Austin, Baton Rouge,
Dallas, Denver then Cheyenne.
Headed up to Minni
Or at least that is the plan.

Bryan stole the whiskey,
Riley “procured” the food.
Donny’s got Dixon
And he’s in a traveling mood.

I hate to see them leave.
It sucks to watch them go.
But I know they will be back.
My modern day hobos.
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krista t. 

self confidence

I am going
to be the next
big thing.
All of these
so called
Men-they
think they’re King.
Ain’t even gonna
See
Me
Coming.  The Throne
has been usurped
You may call 
her the 
Queen Bee

beautiful

B OYISH
E NERGETIC
A RTIST
U NIQUE
T OUGH
I MAGINIATIVE
F IGHTER
U NDERESTIMATED
L OVER
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my favorite place

krista t. 

Hot, shady
Late July 
Early Afternoon
Water rushing, friends laughing,
Blankets, food & drinks
Relaxing Socializing
As Soon as Possible
The Island

untitled

Angry hypocrite
Lives in the past all alone
   Will not ever change

   Sorrowful and
She is full of guilt and shame
   Constant shifting mood

   Fearless Advocate
For junkies, heads and homeless
   But not her daughter

   Anger, resentment
I try to let it all go
   Because she’s my mom
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maco

3 people in a car (anger, peaceful, depression)

Anger – Turn that BS off the radio.  Let’s listen to Dethklok.
Peaceful – Why, man?  Grateful Dead is groovy!
Depression – But I like The Used better.  Oh, well :(

They all look at each other and say together: 
      “I’ll settle for Pink Floyd!”

Maybe, just maybe, I can’t resist your voice
Maybe, just maybe, you leave me no choice
Maybe, just maybe, you’re in my mind all day
Maybe, just maybe, I understand what you say
Maybe, just maybe, I can relate to you
Maybe, just maybe, I can’t ever hate you
Maybe, just maybe, I’ll always accept you
Maybe, just maybe, I’ll never forget you
Maybe, just maybe, I’m in a space when we kiss
Maybe, just maybe, there’ll be more than this
Maybe, just maybe, I want you so much more
Maybe, just maybe, you’ll even the score
Maybe, just maybe, you stole my heart
Maybe, just maybe, we’ll never be apart
Maybe, just maybe, I’m in heaven when we touch
Maybe, just maybe, well, you always make me blush
Maybe, just maybe, I’ll take you away
Maybe, just maybe, you’ll be my princess one day
Maybe, just maybe, you’re all I want
Maybe, just maybe, I’m in love!

maybe, just maybe
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maco

You’re so far away I’m missing you here
On every day I wish you were here
The distance between us wants to be filled
But when I think about it I take a pill
Calm my restlessness cure my pain
Bring me up smile in the rain
Can’t sleep, pillow wet from crying
Grateful for my fear of dying
Loving you all the same
Every time I hear your name
I fall deeper and deeper
Rolling faster, hill growing steeper
Hit rock bottom, you’re still there
I’m a piece of sh*t, but you don’t care
I play my guitar, strum my fear
All the while I wish you were here

i smile in the rain
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maco

watergirl

Skin goosebumped at first sight
Tried to avert my attention but that’s not right
Gaze fixed on beauty, all of the day
Thoughts bubbled maniacally while I lay
Anxiety built till next time
I see your face next to mine
Your awesome eyes mesmerize me
Your luscious lips call out, “Be Free!”
So you make me blush, you make me laugh, you 
make me cry
But it’s all for the better, soon we’re gonna fly!
Talk of future makes me wait
Days go by as I anticipate
I told you secrets, I shall not lie
I still wonder why, but yes I’m bi!
One MORE thing in common, yeah that’s cool!
I look at you, try not to drool!
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belinda
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belinda
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thomas a. 

untitled

I sat here waiting around to die
then I thought, I wish you were here
they took you to the funny farm
and called you all freaks
just because you like pickles and mayo
it was something regarding sleep
that upheld your perfection
it was the Friday I’m in love
when I found you lying in the
bathroom stall
I was standing there with a ruinous thought
And then everything became invisible
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smiley nicole

agape

Its the sun shining 
to provide us light
with no underlying 
intentions or plight
unrequited and content
sometimes blind but 
always bent
on finding whatevers lost
no matter what the cost
easily misguided
but never undecided
love that desires nothing
too bad its not a real thing

I’m tired of waiting
it’s getting old
tired of taking
like im not so cold 
this isnt enough
this isnt real
I need to see blood
Maybe then I’ll feel
I just don’t wanna be alive
Ive been living my whole life 
just waiting to die

untitled
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smiley nicole

untitled

Its over 
well I wish it was
this period of trial and error
this feeling of
powerlessness forever
Ignorance is bliss
God, how true that is
its hard growing up
taking everything in
so you know what to put out
trying to “find yourself ”
well what the hell’s to be found?
its something everyone goes through 
so why can’t I do it, I dont know

If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it
But honey, there’s something missing
I can promise that you wont see it
But darling, you best believe it
Because if you don’t do something 
Then baby we just cant function
Then maybe we’ll never know
What its like to feel at home
Come a little closer
Open your eyes 
Dig a little deeper
Uncover whats inside
Take a step backwards
Bury whatever you find
You’re too close for comfort
I’ve got too much to hide

untitled
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krl

behind the lens

the man of the hour. 
the spotlight is ready.
he steps forward into the crowd,
and tries not to scour.

She’s his beautiful bride. 
All powdered and prompted.
But underneath all that lace, 
her bruises show pride. 

Her name is wonder. 
She’s their daughter and slave
because her skin is shown
the world cannot know

every night he picks a fight
his bride lays watching by
as he breaks ties of 
wonder having a wonderful life

But not tonight
Because the world is watching
Instead her mind will take 
a flight. 
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krl

beginnings

head pounding. heart aching. mind racing. Darkness. leaves rustling in 
the wind. bed springs pushing. All I have is myself. No friends, no family. 
Just supervision and locked doors. Everyday I’m thrown out to sea and 
enveloped into the waves of conformity. I lose a part of me in the solitude 
of day to day living.  My only life boat is the control I have over my mind. 
But mind over matter is often confusing when freedom and privilege are 
thrown into the mix. I just wish I could crack the walls and bust them 
down with no consequence but the internal conflicts I have tend to bite at 
my heart. Keep me frozen in this state of unconsciousness. 

Its like I’m a snowflake. Everyone is unique in their own way. Yet it still 
has a general label. No opportunity for individualistic actions, just the 
preplanned, predetermined pathway to be let go and fall until you land 
where you’ll be. The only difference between me and a snowflake is that I 
begin with turning point and it begins in the sky. 

love lost

animalistic tension kicks in. the primal act of love seeps into the empty 
cracks of my soul. I can feel my heart beating. Pulsing with red. I feel 
every breath drenching my lungs screaming to be released. I want to speak 
louder but thoughts of you invade me. What about me, about you, what 
about who we used to be? Protection takes over and I cannot hurt you so 
we keep on living in a loveless wonderland where right and wrong are often 
confused and there is no clear picture of who I am. 
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ameila

Divine beauty can be deceiving. Outstanding to the eye but harmful to 
touch. This world is filled with lies, filled with people that don’t see how 
much they’re being played with mind games. If only they could realize 
that life isn’t as beautiful as it seems. As for me I can see the truth that lies 
beneath. So I step back and watch the havoc that’s breaking everyone apart. 
Killing all walking life from the inside out. I’ve tried to make them see but 
they never believe me. Their mind is distorted. A puzzle that’s missing just 
one piece. If they knew the world would be true, for once I’d have trust. But 
what fun would that be? 

dying inside
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bs
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ant

jeans

A rider when times are tough.
A soldier every time sh*t gets rough.
You’re so true my heart melts with 
thoughts of you.
I love the way your eyes Gleam.
You are 100% a man’s true dream.
To have a solid a** woman to make a 
great team.
For that is my wish and my wish 
only.
To take me out of my dark place 
where I am so lonely.

Chinese food is a rip off
You’ll just be hungry again in an hour.

untitled

advice

Don’t sweat the petty sh*t.
And don’t pet the sweaty sh*t.
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ant

Life is a trip get a grip
Fall back down and back to the sh*t
No one cares so you’re more aware
Pulling on the blinds as you sit and stare
Friends start stealin’ while you start dealin
Making money hustling and big wheelin
You start to get tired and your guard goes down
Your names being dropped all over town
You’ve pissed her off to the point of years
Now she’s testifying for your 12 yrs
If you only knew before you got in it
You probably would’ve been strong enough to just 
Quit it.

the fast life

Who can understand I?
I can understand me.
I could understand you.
And you could understand too.
But who else would understand you
We fight and argue til I’m Blue
And you yell stop it you crazy foo
So if I am me and you are I
Then who the hell came up with this you crazy guy!
 

who understands me but me
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ant

Torture and pain its happened again.
Where I held it in just for my world to spin
How long do I do this
To keep it from her
My true feelings and the pain I endure
For I must tell her and that’s a fact
That I’m still in love and I need her back
But I choke up leaving my thoughts to stew
On and on like torture
And you never knew
For I’ll hold it forever this is my Creed
And you will never know how much of you I 
need.
 

torture and pain

as i sit

As I sit. I Dream of you
Everyday of love so true
You have the gift and my heart
Forever and ever we shall not part
Through the cold lonely nights I sit and stare
With pure thoughts and dreams of you near
For I wish a wish so sweet and true
Don’t worry it won’t be long til I’m with you
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ant

secrets

Secrets I’ve held
Secrets I’ve spoke
Causing great Drama
Leaving me broke
Building back up
An honest man stands true
I’m sorry for all my secrets
That in turn hurt you
I’ll feel better now since the air is clear
Because all I really want is to keep you near

Author’s note: When you read my writings open your mind and know it’s 
from the heart.
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Promise only yourself today to Dream more and Hesitate less.
Trust to Believe in yourself more and Judge yourself less, by the 
accomplishments done By  
 others around you
Understand the appreciation of your family members, and your 
friends you consider family
Learn the varieties of all the wonderful ways your friends make 
you smile and How they make  
 our Life Better
Promise yourself to accept the curves as they come into your Life 
and truly make a small  
 moment out of your day a Special moment. 
Control your personal independence around others and accept 
the changes you planned for  
 yourself
Enclose and invite the special times you cherish that fill in 
the small voids            
 in your life
Caress the magical times in Life
And Ensure that those moments are what will make 
your Dreams Come Alive.

promise yourself only the best

a2
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a2

Set inside my personal Hell,
I have Been sentenced to a confined bare cell.
Without you by my side everyday
I hold onto every word you say
My Heart is Fluttering way too damn fast
Just knowing our visit is about to finally come at Last
My Palms are sweaty…thinking of you very stunning-dressed in your 
Best
Damnit how much longer do I have in these Dead walls-as you and I are 
put to the test
Will our Relationship, our Friendship, our love Bond make it through 
this Horrible illusion?
Making past all the B*llsh*t, and other People’s meddling intrusion
We write Letters and send them by mail
With High Hopes that today is the day
My efforts are Beat by Bail.
I distract myself by reading pages of multiple books
Yet they twist my mind up inside, their paperback, murderous crooks.
Our memories keep me alive
Keep me going during the sentence
Yet every mistake eats away at my conscience.  

jailed emotions
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lcdc men

these hands

These hands have played a lot of 
sports
These hands have played piano
These hands have been smashed

These hands create music,
They build, and help people

My hands mean a lot to me
They make me money
They take care of my kids
They make love to my wife

These hands have
Drove a train
Played guitar
Held a baby

These hands have built 
destruction
These hands have come 
together in prayer
These hands have revived the 
old

My hands do firme tattoos
My hands have been in many 
altercations

I have played the sax with my 
hands

I have shook a lot of hands 
with my hands

These hands installed lots 
of hard wood
These hands washed dishes

These hands drill for the world’s evil-oil

My hand gestures accentuate the 
person I have become
They attract attention and are used 
in everyday life
There is so much to be told 
on where they came from 
They have experienced so much strife

These hands have been a source 
of comfort
These hands have directed 
a lot of people
These hands have written a lot of music

These hands have cut hair
These hands have held a spork
These hands have been fingerprinted

My hands have been through so much
trauma and drama and sadness 
but mostly rage

These hands have been stumped 
as far as what to write
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This series of four collaborative poems emerged from a theatre exercise we tried 
one night.  We stood, opened our palms to one another and traded tales about 
what our hands had done.  Then we sat and wrote “these hands...” pieces.  
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lcdc women

These hands will love you
These hands have new life lines
These hands have wiped away my tears
These hands have done many good things
These hands have caught my tears when I cry
These hands will welcome Jesus into my life
These hands have the power to move others
These hands have put needles in my body
These hands have comforted a crying child
These hands have punched through walls
These hands have held tightly to the edge of a boat
These hands have been held to the sky
My hands will create beauty
These hands have reached for love
These hands have punched rising dough
These hands will hold you
Whether it be right or left the palms have the lines for it all
These hands have helped destroy my life with drugs
These hands have done things I’m not so proud of
These hands have helped me deal
These hands have been through pain
These hands have comforted my children
These hands have got me locked up
These hands have held a knife 
These hands have played guitar
These hands have made things grow
These hands have embraced
My hands are made to praise Jesus
These hands have reached for alcohol
These hands count
These hands have held your hands

these hands
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With each new experience
These hands will help me make it through
These hands have made a means
These hands are broken
These hands are made to create life
These hands have hurt others
These hands have thumbed through pages
These hands have put a bottle down
These hands have been opened
These hands have wiped away tears
These hands have so much to do
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turning point boys

These hands have destroyed my life
These hands have ruined other’s lives
These hands have written obituaries, eulogies, and elegies
These hands have covered crying eyes
These hands have wiped away tears
These hands have shook hello and waved goodbye
These hands have held other hands
These hands have maneuvered a guitar
These hands have cooked steak, eggs, and crepes
These hands have built many things – birdhouses, dollhouses
These hands are allergic to sunflower seeds
These hands love to hammer piano keys
These hands have supported humanity
These hands have written my life…
And now they’re cramped from writing

symphony of these hands
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turning point girls

These hands have scrolled through music. 
These hands have picked at healing wounds. 
These hands have wiped tears.

These hands have beckoned to come closer. 
These hands have pushed others away. 
These hands have touched at heart strings. 

These hands have had a hard time pulling up jeans. 
These hands have been used to hurt others. 
These hands have touched a cheek. 

These hands have slapped somebody. 
These hands have held a bottle.
These hands have helped tell a lie. 

whats been done
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jeremy b.

just because

Just because I am an outlaw
Doesn’t mean I live within the law
Doesn’t mean I won’t respect you
Doesn’t mean I’m out to get you
Doesn’t mean I’m not true
Doesn’t mean I am a lesser man
I choose this path, an outlaw I will walk

Just because I am rough around the edges
Doesn’t mean I’m rough inside
Doesn’t mean I will never change
Doesn’t mean I will never see your side
Doesn’t mean I will run from you
Doesn’t mean I don’t like fun too
I am human I can change, and this I will do.
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I love you baby; I don’t mean maybe
I know our love is true; the kind shared only by a few
They are trying to send me to prison 
But f*** them baby; I have a vision
It’s all about me and you
I won’t let it get blurred, by a select few
You can blame it on the game
But you know it’s a f***ing shame
That our lives together can be ruined
By a crackhead just saying a name
I promise to you I’ll fight the good fight
Stick with me baby; I’ll make this right
It may look bad but you can be sure
We got one hell of a shot, let’s call it the Cure
At first I was discouraged; facing six F3’s
I could not believe my eyes; it brought me to my knees
Love is a powerful thing; like the kind we have
I couldn’t believe how blind we were 
With the choice of friends we have
So many turned out to be; nothing but f***ing clucks
There were only a couple gems in a big pile of rocks
Sorry I don’t have the time
To make every verse rhyme
Just know that you are my beloved wife
And that not being with you cuts like a knife.

J  ust a vision 
O f you standing out in the crowd
L onging for your
E verlasting love
E ven though
N othing else matters

it’s all about me and you

j. black
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Family Secret held from me has me feeling numb, 
Sharing everything with family should be rule of thumb.
Regardless of how far away you were, you should have called,
The separation between us caused all of your sons to fall.
You abandoned us for fourteen long, exhausting years.
When I finally seen you I didn’t even shed a tear.
I still deserve everybody on your side of the family, 
A simple call about your funeral would have prevented this calamity.

justin c.

my secret

Mish you are the love of my life.  We got separated last winter in Las Vegas, 
I am lost without you.  I’m okay living in Las Vegas don’t know if you are 
in town still but I think I deserve an explanation.  Since there hasn’t been 
any closure in our relationship I have been fogged so badly I can’t stop 
dreaming about you.  The circumstances are what they are but things will 
eventually work themselves out.  I’ve come to the realization that I’m not 
the only one who has some flaws to overcome.

Don’t get me wrong you have some amazing qualities to offer but the one 
that separates me the most from you is your lack of loyalty.  So figure out 
who you genuinely want to be with since you’re leading both me and your 
baby’s Daddy on.  Once you stop straddling the fence we can meet at MGM 
Grand at the amusement park to ride all the roller coasters for thrills and 
spills.  However we will not shop at Wal-Mart considering I’ve experienced 
the worst luck in the parking lot.  Makes no sense because in Colorado we 
can crash out in the parking lot with no issues and sleep with both eyes 
closed.

miss you mish emilio james
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justin c. 

They lock me up, so I live without freedom
They tack on more fines and court costs, so I can’t beat probation
They get me to plea to bogus charges, so there is no justice.
They don’t read me my rights, so I inevitably face corruption.
They make it so hard to get a job, so I commit more crimes,
They judge me by my appearance, so I get more tattoos,
They don’t give second chances, so what’s the point of changing my ways.
They take away my child, so I become heartless
Who understands me when I say I’m sick and tired of being sick and 
tired.
Who understands me when I say I am taking a new path.

I cannot change people or wipe away their record
I cannot take back the sands of time before the crime.
I can take classes, gain the tools it takes to completely transform.
Working on nine lives still trying to discover my purpose.
Am I just taking up space like another statistic
I self-destruct like a huge monstrosity awaiting to transpire
I can eliminate that outlook and engage in something constructive
As my pen flows as smooth as the rocks under crashing tides
We finally connect and things became surreal,
Who understands me when I say this is mesmerizing? 

who understands me but me
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lunchbox

who understands me but me

Who understands me, but me?
Sometimes I’m not sure anyone does.
I can’t even be positive I have a firm grasp on the concept.
Often as I lay awake at night,
Blanket over my head, trying to shut out the world,
It all catches up to me.
The times I looked at my life and said YA…
This is what I should be.
This is who I am.
Really, truly, Honest to God!
Only to know now of course that I was wrong.
People, places, situations pushing influence on me.
Changing my perceptions.
Warping my perspective.
Leaving me at times unrecognizable, even to myself.
Indistinguishable from everyone else.
A false identity worn like a cheap suit.

How could I ever have been this person from my past?
What was I thinking?
Why did I believe it was right?
Did I actually believe?
All I can say for sure is I don’t know.
Right, wrong, love, hate, life, health, Everything changes.
Nothing stays the same…
Or does it?
I suppose it’s all how you look at it.
No one has all the answers.
Who understands me but me?
When you figure it out, could you please let me know?
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lunchbox

S
A
B
R
I
N
A 

Some people will never know what it’s like,
Always alone, missing the one I love.
Before all this everything was perfect.
Rainbows, sunshine, and f***ing unicorns!
I never took the time to truly appreciate it.
Now I would give anything to just go back.
As they say, “You never know what you had till it’s gone.”

sabrina

secrets

I’m the one who broke it
I bet you couldn’t guess.
I also seen “them” do it
It’s time to get it off my chest.
I stole that, I hurt her,
I pushed away the blame.
And even though you can’t admit
I bet you’d do the same.
I also said I would never tell.
Well I have proven untrue.
It seems that we all have secrets
From him, to me, to you.

I am a complicated flavor…like chicken & waffles.
I can move objects with my mind…when no one is 
looking
I will someday solve world hunger
I hope though, it’s with someone else’s cooking.
I am not the droids you’re looking for
I cannot save your souls
I will not compromise your integrity
I hope not to break these goals.

“i”
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Did you know that I like when girls tell me I’m pretty?
I like forest and mountains, but prefer the city.
Has anyone told you I’m not from this place?
Doin’ time’s kinda hard when you know no one’s face.
Have I happened to mention I play guitar and sing?
That performing on stage makes me feel like a king?
Did you know I have children that I miss, that I love?
That I’ll stand up and fight when push comes to shove?
Or that my favorite colors are orange, and sky blue?
The same exact colors are my son’s favorite too.
Maybe I told you I hate when it rains.
I love old zombie movies, where they only want brains.
You probably guessed I like girls with tattoos.
If you have none, don’t worry, I’ll still like you too.
Did you know I have feelings?  If you hurt me I bleed?
That fantasy books are my favorite to read?
I still have both parents, plus 3 brothers as well.
I talk really softly, I don’t like to yell.
I love art and museums, ninjas and karate.
Though it may not be perfect, I’m ok with my body.
I’m still a good dad, though I look kind of crazy.
My kids are well-mannered, they hold doors for old ladies.
I want to be faithful, I want love that’s forever.
I want to grow old with my woman, should she be lonely?  Never!
Did you know that I just want to do what is right?
To stay out of jail, to be home every night.
Did you know that I could probably go on like this all day?
Except I think now I’d rather hear what you have to say.

lunchbox

did you know?
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Just because I am tattooed and pierced
Doesn’t mean I am a bad father
Doesn’t mean I am some kind of freak
Doesn’t mean I don’t have feelings
Doesn’t mean I should be judged negatively
Doesn’t mean I am a sadomasochist
I am just like you on the inside.

Just because I am a criminal 
Doesn’t mean I will never change
Doesn’t mean I am a scumbag
Doesn’t mean I won’t learn my lesson.
Doesn’t mean I should be denied my rights.
Doesn’t mean I need to be watched
I am still able to straighten out my life. 

lunchbox

just because

I think I have fleas!
I don’t know where I got them,
But probably from my celly.
Either that or I could just be dirty.
I don’t like to shower a lot in jail.
I figure, who do I have to impress, right?
You don’t get a lot of girl action in here
If you know what I mean.
Don’t get me wrong, It’s not like I never see women.
There are the Deputies, plus sometimes
You see femalish Inmates in the halls or whatever.
I just don’t think it counts.
Who wants to meet their future wife behind Bars?
Seems like a bad idea somehow.
But what do I know?
I’m the guy who hasn’t showered.

shower days
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lunchbox

untitled

Have you ever played Russian Roulette?  I remember him asking as he 
empties 5 chambers onto the bed.  I’m 11 years old.  Yet somehow I do 
know this game.  Probably something I seen in a movie.  Definitely not 
something I wanna see during a weekend at my friend’s ranch.  Yet there 
he stands, spinning the cylinder of his father’s 357.  Smiling as though 
somehow this is all a joke.  I watch breathlessly as he points the barrel at 
his head… 

      Click.

Apparently it is my turn.  I don’t like this, I beg him to stop.  Does he listen?  
Of course not.  That would make all this just a little too easy for me.  Where 
is the story in that?  No, he laughs, removing the weapon from his head, 
pointing the barrel in my direction.  I now know what it’s like to be afraid.  
Not like, monster in the closet, dark room, there’s a spider on you afraid.  
I’m talkin gut-wrenching, mind-altering, life or death fear.  Being 50 miles 
from civilization, alone, facing down a bullet fear.  As panic sets in, I try to 
flee the room.  Somehow my feet just aren’t getting the message.  I feel as 
though I’m trapped in cement shoes.  My heart pounding so loudly I barely 
hear him say, “Quit being such a p***y.”  “It’s not like I don’t know where the 
bullet is.”  Just to prove his point I guess he once again spins the cylinder.  
Thinking back on it now, I wish someone could have explained to him the 
ever ironic concept that is “famous last words.”  Such as I know what I’m 
doing, or that never happens.  Which of course, it does immediately after 
your mouth shuts down on your foot.  However wishin one hand sh*t in 
the other.  Like I said before, that’s not what makes for a good story.  No 
one ever says, “Man, one time I almost got shot.  Then it totally didn’t 
happen.”  Then if they did, who could listen to that crap?  Kind of a let 
down in a weird way.  Don’t worry though, I’m not about to drop the ball 
on this one.  Instead, he drops the hammer.  
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      Then, silence.
Once again not the best word to describe the idea.  It is not as if we got 
really quiet.  More like something so intense has just happened that all 
the noises in the world have utterly stopped.  Sound waves have gone on 
vacation, leaving me to feel what I can only imagine deaf people live with.  
Then the ringing starts.  Well more like a high-pitched whining noise 
engulfing my senses.  My breath escapes my body and all I can think is 
I’m not dead.  Miracle of miracles, he missed me.  I…am…ok.  Oh, wait.  
What do we have here?  Is this a warm sensation running down my leg?  
No?  It’s running down my arm.  Dripping off the ends of fingers, pooling 
on the wooden floor of his parents’ bedroom.  This is when life becomes 
interesting.  Like some kind of tragic flip book with a slightly different 
image on each page.  Or a terribly edited stop motion film where it’s a little 
too jerky between frames.  This is how the next few minutes feel.  I in all 
my adolescent brilliance have come to the conclusion that I can plug the 
hole in my arm with my finger.  Just like the small boy with the leaking 
dike in Holland, this will fix everything.  I can’t possibly bleed to death 
then, can I?  While I’m in fantasy land, let’s pretend the bullet is still in 
my arm.  This is really probably gonna be something I can easily resolve. 
A quick wash to remove the powder burns, pluck that sucker out, throw 
on a band aid, and Bam!!!  It’s all better.  No harm no foul.  As I flash one 
frame at a time from the bedroom to the bathroom I can’t help but realize 
my hand is swinging the wrong direction.  Twisting as I move, bending in 
unnatural angles, flopping up as I run, slapping me in the back, around my 
neck and head.  Now there’s a party trick.  Look how flexible I’ve become, 
I could join the circus!  I with my newfound talent, standing at the sink, 
trying to wash the blood away, oblivious to my friend standing behind 
me, his face has the most interesting look in it.  Tears running down his 
cheeks, eyes so wide they may just fall right out.  His mouth falls open in 
disgust in what I can’t see.  The blood drains from his face, whilst he begins 
wailing some nonsense about how he has killed me, which will inevitably 
lead to his father terminating him as well.  Now that is funny, I’m shot, 
apparently in much worse condition than I have imagined myself to be, 
yet what’s really important is what his father will do when he gets home!  
Shock is an amazing thing, it allows you to see your buddy’s arm dangling 
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in the sink, looking like it’s been attacked by a meat grinder while his life 
is no-so-slowly pouring out of his body.  But that is not what’s important.  
Oh, no, this cannot hold a candle to what will happen with the parental 
units arrive.  In fact, there is no reason to help me or call 911, I’m already 
dead.  Just sit down and cry, feel sorry for yourself.  No one else will do it 
for you.  Well, at least not until years later, when you’re drunk, begging me 
now.  Pleading for me to make you feel forgiven.  Thanking me for lying.  
Helping cover up the incident.  Kids, they should know better than to play 
with guns.  Accidents happen all the time.  This part of our lives turned 
into one of those videos they show you in a gun safety class.  Or a bad 
commercial for gun control where the weapon just kind goes off by itself.
No one’s fault really.  Shoot, after all, at least it makes a hell of a story.
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Author’s note: I am a 31 year old, tattooed, pierced guy.  Yes, I am in jail.  
Yes, I made a mistake.  That doesn’t mean a thing.  I am not defined by this 
time in my life.  If you can take anything away from my writing, I hope it’s 
this…

lunchbox

Like the depths of this emotion, it’s unfathomable.
All this time like an immeasurable distance between us.
While both our lives unravel.
They call this justice, but to whom is it really just?
Who is the victim?  Where is the harm done?
Is it all just a bad dream?
Nightmares I can’t wake from,
Where you’re not laying next to me.
With us crying on the telephone.
Is this really how it’s supposed to be?
They can try all the want,
But I still refuse to believe.
Our love is much stronger than that,
No matter where we’re at,
It’s you and me against the world.
Even while I’m doin time,
I know you’ll always be my girl.
They won’t break us, honesty and trust,
Is all we’ve ever had.
While times are rough, I know we are tough enough.
I swear it won’t always be this bad.

time
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postsecret
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mark w.

My name is Mark W. My experience detained in this jail has taught me a 
lot; not only about myself, but about others as well.  I tend to forget about 
the past in instances when facing hardship.  What I need to do is learn 
from my experiences and focus on the task ahead of me.  This experience 
we all face at this jail can do only two things, claim you or change you.  It 
is up to us as individuals to decide what it is we want out of life or what 
we can make of it.  My goal in life is to not become discouraged about 
the predicaments I face and to keep steadfast to being more than another 
statistic in life.  Ascending up the stairwell to success will be a difficult 
journey for all of us but we must remain obedient or we will fall down the 
path we are attempting to avoid.  Keep faith in yourself to make the correct 
choices or you will return to this place.  I want freedom like the rest of you, 
but my primary freedom lies in accepting what comes in my direction.

Life,
 Love,
  Hate,
   Death,
    Pleasure,
     Pain…

the experience of change
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mark w.

untitled

Each heart knows its own sadness and no one else can share its joy.  These 
tough times can only bring sadness and feelings of hopelessness.  There is 
no one who does not make mistakes.  Trespass one against another, with 
our without intention, is commonplace.  To expect to end all trespass is 
Foolishness.  Mistakes will be made and I urge you to be thankful for each 
mistake you make.  Each error is a gift because it brings us to correction.  
Celebrate the opportunity to bring all manipulation and deceit to the 
surface.  Be thankful for the invitation to reach into the dark places of your 
mind and bring the contents to the light of conscious inspection.  When 
you justify your mistakes, you hang onto them, forcing yourself to defend 
them over and over again.  And if we are not careful, it can become the 
dominant theme of our lives.  That’s why I believe that we should confess 
our errors so that we don’t have to spend all our time defending them.  We 
should own up to our deceit so that it doesn’t chain us to the limitations of 
our past that keeps us coming back to the jail.  We need to let each trespass 
be openly acknowledged if we are to succeed at staying out of places like 
this.

People are wondrous creatures, colonizing around various parts of the globe 
establishing relationships and raising families.  Although these people are a 
destructive and troublesome lot they meet the requirements to change and 
adapt to their actions.  We people are subject to change regardless of our 
individual inward opinion on how we should live.
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natty the lion

So I just recently turned 21, and I’ve had a pretty adventurous 21 years.  I 
never made it to heroin or meth, thank God, but I’ve done pretty much 
everything else to a degree that reaches far beyond recreational.  i.e. I’ve 
been called a drug vacuum.

But!  My biggest demon is alcohol.  I just LOVE being drunk; far more 
than I like being sober.  I drink (drank) at a level no normal person could 
maintain.  See there was like a drunkenness goal that I needed to reach to 
be having “fun.”  So I would drink and drink and drink and drink, when 
finally, I was at the goal after about a drink or twenty.  The problem is then 
having the undigested booze in your stomach.  This is when sh*t gets out 
of hand…  You see, I’m a belligerent, loud, pissed off, angry, and violent 
drunk.  You might not guess this from what you know of me, but when I’m 
drunk my emotions COME OUT.  I’ve been known to scream and shout 
and punch people in the face on numerous occasions.  I would basically 
go to parties to be kicked out.  When I say kicked out I mean carried out.  
This is the next step of my nightly adventure: passing out.  When the rest 
of the alcohol in my stomach is digested, it’s way too much for a person 
my weight to stay conscious.  And when I say out, I mean OUT.  Eight or 
nine hours where nothing can wake me from my stupor, not even bodily 
functions.  The last time I s*** my pants I was 19 years old.  I was just damn 
lucky I wasn’t wearing white pants, lol.  Well the lifestyle is unmaintainable 
thus winding me up in jail for something I did while blacked out; surprise, 
surprise.

I’ve learned a lot about myself and addiction in the 21 months I’ve been 
here.  I’ve learned that alcoholism is a CHOICE, not a disease, and that I 
can feel good, and fine sober.  I’ve wasted a lot of time here in jail and I 
WON’T come back (knock, knock).  All I have to do is make it so.  

Man, it’ll be crazy when I get out.  People will be saying, “Nate Walsh, sober?!”

Yup; Natty the Sober Lion.

natty the sober lion
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natty the lion

I am a space cadet.  Always off in my own world, I miss a lot of things.  
Unfortunately I can’t be in both worlds at once, so I come off as pretty 
lethargic.

People are constantly asking, “Are you stoned?”  I got in tons of trouble as 
a teenager cause my mom thought I was always high.

But no, I’m just in Nattyland.  Everything can be better with a little 
imagination.  Car ride?  Now it’s a car chase.  Jail?  Now it’s a prison break 
movie, minus the prison break part, of course.  More like the lead up to 
the break…I digress.

I guess the moral of all this is nobody understands me.

nobody understands me but me

my perfect girlfriend

She will never let me down.  She will hang out with my friends without 
being awkward.  She always looks super hot, without even trying.  She 
doesn’t cost much to feed when we go out.  She would never EVER call the 
cops on me for stupid s***.  And best of all, she likes to be teased.

If you haven’t already guess, my perfect girlfriend is my hair.
 

At the Fried Chicken Factory they have the fried chicken in cages.  Me 
and my friends fried some chicken just about 12 years ago and today 
they’re graduating from high school.  Off to college and then to climb the 
corporate ladder.

where does fried chicken come from
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natty the lion

I believe in being happy. Everything truly sucks, but it’s only as bad as you 
make it. Keeping a sunny disposition makes life worth living. Like, for 
instance, being in jail can be a bummer. But being happy can make jail 
very fun. Well, maybe not fun, but slightly bearable. This is how it is with 
most things. Being happy makes life better. This I believe.

this i believe

secrets

There are things that I will never tell 
Except maybe to a therapist ha ha
These things are better left unsaid
I don’t want people to think I’m super lame
I guess I care too much about what others think
I also don’t want to hurt people that I care about
I want my friends to stay that way 

just because

Just because I am Rock N’ Roll
Doesn’t mean I am not pretentious
Doesn’t mean I can hold my liquor
Doesn’t mean I don’t like pop music
Doesn’t mean I have groupies
I am not as cool as I think.
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natty the lion

Rock N’ Rolf is a fictional character I created.  He is a Rock N’ Roll super 
hero.  Any Rock N’ Roll music cliché that I could think of I applied to the 
adventures of Rock N’ Rolf.  Such as: amps go to 11, being super glam, 
and selling your soul to the devil.  Pretty much anything I could think of.

Here’s the secret of Rock N’ Rolf: Rock N’ Rolf is me.  Everything I could 
think of being a rock star that I want.  I want to be a Rock and Roll star.  
You see, I play drums and have been for 11 years now.  Everyone has 
always said to me, “You’re gonna make it,” “You have that star quality.”

I’m not gonna waste any more time away from my dream.  I’m sick of 
being in jail and this is my last time (knock, knock).  I know that if I work 
as hard on my dream as I talk about it it will come true.  I truly believe 
that.

So yeah.  Look me up down the road.  Much love CSU Speak Out!

Author’s note: Writing has given me a chance to find my voice.  To find my 
voice without being self conscious, without feeling stupid or caring what 
others think.  Writing gives me a chance to be me.  Much love CSU Speak 
Out!

dreaming of rock n’ rolf
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natty the lion
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ryan g.

The secret I hold
I cannot unfold to be told
As I keep this still a secret it will 
always be in the cold
And put away to stay away
All I can say is

 I’m 
 Sorry
 Sara

still a’ secret$!

my body

Well, my body has been going for about 35 years now! It’s been running 
strong. Sometimes I’ve had to jumpstart it in the mornings. But for the 
most part it gets me to point A to point B!

moonshine

Moonshine, 
Dropin dimes,
Licking crimes,
F***ing pines,
Out in the woods,
Making this shine,
Nothing better than tasting this!
I better not waste this
Drip drip drop drop it’s gone!
Oh sh*t! How do I get home?
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this life

It’s up at six and down at ten,
Do this, don’t do that, time and time again.
I look out my window and see time go by,
Wishing that this jail bird could fly.
I count the years or days to go,
I’m in the system and I go with the flow.
I write my letters and send them home,
Knowing that I am doing this all on my own.
I have split some heads and lost some fights,
They hold their hearings but I know my rights.
I have done some things I just can’t tell,
They would give me life in this place I call hell.
It’s four stone walls and a metal bed,
I should have listened to what my mother said.
I have been doing time since before I was ten,
Now it’s back in jail once again.
I write these words so you may see,
This kind of life that has its hold on me.

scotty2body
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There is this man I would like for you to meet.
He was so poor He had no shoes for His feet.
He walked everywhere He had to go,
When you see Him He will have like this glow.
People would come from miles away,
Just to hear what He had to say.
Some people didn’t like him very well,
They looked for a way to put Him in jail.
He healed the sick and caused the blind to see,
Why couldn’t those people just let him be.
But all these things had to come to pass,
Just like me and smoking grass.
So live your life as you must,
But it’s in this man I put my trust.
Now with these words I will let you be,
I just wanted you to meet,
 The Man from Galilee

scotty2body

the man from galilee

I know of some secrets I just can’t tell,
They could bring some people a life in hell.
I walk the streets late at Night,
So that I may keep myself out of sight.
I wait for a gunshot through the Air,
Or maybe a shout “Hey you there.”

I have trouble sleeping anytime at all,
Could this be the Day that I get that call.
Why did I have to go that day,
Or listen to my friend who said no this way.
A bullet rang out in the air
That took my friends life, it’s just not fair.
I was the one who got away,

my secret
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Afraid for my life, I could not stay.
I ran all the way home and went to bed
I can’t forget what that man said.
Forget everything that you thought you saw,
You can’t tell on us for we are the law.

I had to lie to my friend’s mom,
When she called and asked if I seen Tom.
His body has never been found,
For those men put him deep in the ground.
So for now I must Ride,
Because of this secret I must hide.

It has been thirty-six years since that time,
Back when a phone call was only a dime.
I knew what happened I should have told,
But who would listen, I was only 12 years old.
I think back to that time and it makes me mad,
Damn, why didn’t I tell Tom’s mom and dad?

To this day I know who those men were,
But I believe that death is around the next curve.
Maybe someday when I am ready to die,
I will tell someone and it won’t be a lie.
I know Today is not that day,
So not another word I must say.
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In the Dark I did dwell,
There was this girl I loved so well.
She came and stole my heart from me, 
And then she went and set it free.
At this time I did know why.
There was this boy much prettier than I.
I went straight home and went to bed,
A word to no one had I said.
My mother came home late this night
After looking for me left and right
Through my door she hit and broke,
And saw me hanging from a rope.
She cried, my son, what have you done,
You’ve taken your life your only one.
She took a knife and cut me down.
And on my Desk this note was found.
 Dig a grave and dig it deep,
 Lay white roses from head to feet.
 Upon my stone place a Dove
 To show the world 
 I died for love.

scotty2body

all for love
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scotty2body
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scotty2body
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t-town

crazy beautiful

Crazy Beautiful
What's to come
How to move on
When you were the ONE

LIES & secrets
LOVE & pain
Broken Hearts
Whose to blame

I wanna stay forever
Lying with you
I cherish all our memories
If only they were true

I know what I want
But always fall back
I get too confident, fall right off track

Yes I was intoxicated
Drug induced & sedated
all this time it wasn't you
It was me I hated.
You are a Drug that leads
to Drugs, No more usin, no 
more buzz
No not me, its Heroin He Loves

heroin he loves
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t-town

Memories of you
Still run thru my head
I wanna take it back
I hate what I’ve said
I understand your frustration
I see you don’t care
I often wonder what I should have done,
To keep you from
Going on the run
I can barely make myself eat
Wondering if my life will again
Be complete.
How do I forget you, with all that I feel?
You made me happy,
HAPPY FOR REAL
My foolish mistakes
Have cost me so much
Being together
The feel of your touch
A Special Bond
I thought we’d shared in my heart
We’re still ”T-Squared”
You were my favorite person,
My most painful mistake,
I’ll miss you, Tyler
What can I say?
I feel for my best friend
Then pushed you away

most painful mistake
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t-town

Florescent lights 
They never shut off
Constant noises
Keys of the cop
White wall bricks
With blue doors that they pop
Commitin’ a crime
LCDC’s MY STOP
182 bricks cover my walls
Never again will I be
An inmate that calls
A reckless lifestyle
At any cost
So damn selfish
This time I lost
I’m givin’ up this life
It’s just not for me
This is my chance
GOD’S set me free

white wall bricks

Picken up the pieces
the pieces of my heart
Even tho I'm broken
Its our time to part
I gotta let you go, YOU NEVER LOVED ME NO
Love so dysfunctional
Always & forever
I gave my heart to you
I guess you DIDN'T mean it
When you said you loved me too
It breaks my heart to say this
Our Love was never TRUE

-pieces-
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t-town

paintbrush

Get it together
You’re falling apart
No self-control
Controlled by your heart
Look where it got you
Awh broken life
Dead inside
Behind the point
You have to hide
You say you’ll learn
But soon forget
What is it that 
You don’t seem to get?
No one is hurting 
The way you do
The real one you’re hurting
Is sadly you
Grow up, Move on
Get it together
Rite, you’re wrong
It’s not the truth
When it’s a lie
But if you put on your paint 
Your lies slip by
With your paintbrush
You put on a show
But who is this girl
Do you even kno?
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alex s. 

Concealed beneath a dream filled cloak.  Cautiously reaching for the edge 
of a cold new hour.  Searching for clothes in the dim light dusk.  Assembling 
the daily hygienic rituals.  Enduring tasks, biddings with no praise.  

This is the life of humble hands for all their days.

the life of hand

Author’s note: Writing has helped me to have a better understanding behind 
how authors are thinking and the time they take in a story.  It’s also opened 
my eyes to another outlet to venture into.

I was inspired by reading in Speak Out and other books I was reading 
independently.  I tried to show my own perspective in my writing as well.
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alex s. 
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suzanna g.

untitled

Why haven't I heard the geese or the
clap of thunder, the plop of the
raindrop or the call of the wind
announce my place in the family of things?
What can the beating of the hummingbird
wings, the roar of the avalanche,
the crash of the waves
announce about my place in the family of things?
When will the vast shining moon, the brilliant
flickering rainbow, the glisten of
snowfall in the beams of the sun
announce my place in the family of things?
Over & over I call to the night, put my
face to the wind, back in the sunlight, rage
with the thunder and ask
Where is my place in the family of things?
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endless beauty

future

The future is no place to place you, better days 
are sure to come.  
So don't you worry your pretty lil' head and 
don't let it fill with nonsense and such.  
The power is in your hands, life is what you 
make it, 
so shake it, 
don't break it,
it took your mom 9 months 
to make it.

I hate when you think you’re something special,
I hate how you use people to get your way to the top,
I hate how you stir-up problems,
I hate how you are so two-faced to the world,
I hate how you lie & play everyone who doesn’t know the 
real you,
I hate how vindictive & dirty you are,
I hate how plastic Barbie fake you are,
I hate how you have hurt people that are near 
and dear to me,
I hate how you think this is all a game, 
when the truth is you’re nothing but a f***ing joke!
I hate how you think the world revolves around you,
I hate how I have to be around you, because I have no choice
But you know what I hate the most?
You!

snake in the grass
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dixie

This is what I know:

They hate me.  They love me.  They love me and then they hate me, or they 
hate me and then they love me.  They love to hate me and they hate me 
because they love me.  They love/hate me and they hate/love me,  but it 
don't matter to me and I don't trip because all that matters to me and all 
that I know is that I'm ok with me and I got me.

hate...love...and me
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tonantzin

lost

My heart
My soul
My mind
Vast universe
Brightest star
Still unable to
find my way
Without the t, Los
open arms
Finally forever found

the colony

Nana & Papa
Summer barbeque
Late Afternoon
Laughter, the train
Family, friends, the field
Laughing, walking
When I walk out these doors
Home and happy
The Colony 
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i’m clean, i’m sober

tonantzin

I’m beautiful, I’m strong, I’m intelligent, I’m proud.
I’m ugly, I’m weak, I’m stupid, I’m worthless.
I’m powerful, I’m un-happy, I’m wealthy, I’m losing control, I’m 
losing my mind.  
I’m nothing, I’m miserable, I’m poor, I’m coming down.
I’m evil, I’m scandalous, I’m dirty, I’m feigning.  
I’m crying, I’m sleeping, I’m eating, I’m in jail.
I’m praying, I’m smiling, I’m laughing, I’m humble, I’m faithful, 
I’m rich, I’m loyal, I’m loving, 
I’m grateful, I’m home with my family.

I’m clean, I’m sober.

I’m done being who everyone else wants me to be,
I’ve lived my life for everyone else but me,
But when I look at myself in the mirror, I don’t even know who I am.
I’m trapped inside, screaming to get out.
When did I decide to hide?  Was it when I was 4?  
That’s when my innocence was stolen.
Did I hide or did I die? I tried to kill my soul to kill the pain.
Can I come out?  Do I even remember who I am?
No wonder they think I’m crazy, I don’t even know myself!

i practice being myself, but who am i?
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To Say Goodbye!
   I wish not to say it, goodbye!
Goodbye to the most precious
thing in my life.
   She was taken away,
so how do you say goodbye?
   I'm not ready, I think I'll hold
steady at hoping for Hello!
   When I see you, I hope you will know
me
   I hope you will run to me yelling, mommy,
mommy!!
   I know this is a bad dream and
“we” are going to wake really soon.
   Please, Please let me open my eyes and see your 
smiling face, and feel your gentle
touch.  
   Cause Mommy never, ever wants to say
Goodbye.

heather p. 

my babygirl
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heather p. 
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heather p. 

in a field

A world taken away
Taken away by a lie and a bullet
She lie in a field
A field of deer and grass
She lie in a place of life
A life taken away and given
Given to her and she gave Life to others
She who lie in a field
She who was very real
She who brighten so many lives
With a song, with a smile, with her heart
Oh where to start, or where to End
This is a mother’s love for a world taken away! 

share it
Share it, share it, share it
That is what they say
Oh yeah but by the way
It grows worse
Everyday
Share it, share it, share it
Make it go away
You want to see what I see?
How can I share it to you
An image I see everyday
Are you sure you’re ready
for me to share it?!

your destiny

-Live it, Love it, Share it,-

To live it, I never thought-
To share, I think maybe
To love it, “Oh my no”
I live it, over and over
My destiny, has a lot of joy
Can I share it some more?
When I share it, you can feel my 
pain
To Live it, I never imagined
So, let’s refrain, just a 
bit longer from sharing it.
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heather p. 

life

“My mama always told me:  If you can’t find something to live for, you best 
find something to die for.” - Tupac

   Life is something given to all, and all take
for granted.
   Life is what we surround ourselves 
with in small doses.
   I’ve seen it grow, I’ve seen it blossom, I
wish the life I gave birth to, I could
bring back.
   To cherish something so great, and so
beautiful, Is where all life should lay.
   Life has a way of taking control of our
Spiritual thoughts.
   We need to realize how precious the 
memories are that we make in our life!

                  ***
“I am not”
“I will not” ever let her fade away into the background.
“I am” - a survivor of tragedy.
“I cannot”
“I was Not” to blame for her death.
“I will” overcome all the pain I feel.
“I am going to” give life to her memory!

                  ***
I’m happy with the name Heather,
I am a flower wondering wild, I’m
Like an annual, always blooming, season
after season.  My stem is strong, but
flexible enough to bend in a storm. My
Life has definitely mirrored my name.
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heather p. 

Falling, falling
Faster and faster
I spread my arms
But wait these are arms
Not wings
Maybe feather by feather
I can start to mend
Oh look, here comes one,
Two, three,
Oh hey, it is my Life
I see before me,
Closer and closer I come
Two smiling faces
I see, waiting to
Catch me!

catch me
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I am beautiful & strong
I wonder is she waiting with a smile?
I hear giggles in a dream
I see a heart growing in a dream
I see a heart growing strong
I want peace and strength
I am beautiful & strong

I pretend to feel her touch
I feel warmth
I touch my heart with her smile
I worry my thoughts
I cry for her back
I am beautiful & strong

I understand she’s in Heaven
I say her memory lives on
I dream of seeing her again
I try to live on
I hope to never forget her voice
I am beautiful & strong

This is how she lives and I grow strong!

she lives on

heather p. 
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sarah g. 

Erotic spasmatic lost floating ecstacy taken
away Sweat heat friction pleasure intimacy
oneness extreme breathtaking hyperventilation 
release questions silence heartbrake heartmelt
ice cracks pain fades pain excites levitation
sacred lost purity need to know grasp
understand more want more want want 
want want to give ultimate pleasure
unforgettable unmistakable

I am not a number
I will not remember
I am accepted
I cannot pretend
I was not a liar
I was going to France
I am not I am 
I am is not Pan am
I am has been 
I am is 
I am will be
I am always am forever

two poems
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sarah g. 

My name will it be remembered? It doesn’t matter, 
or does it? I think my name was 
divinely inspired and chosen before the earth 
was formed. I want my name to link 
to lead to direct to provide passage 
to the existence of the Name that is above every 
other name the 
name that cannot be forgotten the 
name that grabs my heart and tugs
with a gentle yet firm grasp that
can never be let go. I may try
to let go I may try to find 
another name I may try to 
create a different me but as Yoda
says “there is no try, only do” So
I will be me and you will be 
you 

my name
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sarah g. 
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This space in time
Your place or mine?

I’m guessing we can share
Dontchu have time to spare?

We might actually have a ball
Is it too hard to give me a call?

Read deeply between the lines
Could you have missed the signs?

I’ve picked up the pen and put it to paper
Is it just for me or is it also for my neighbor?

Wonderin’ bout what this could be for
And nobody’s tellin’ me to shut the front door?

So many questions I have to ask
Havin’ a ball ain’t no easy task

The good things in life don’t come easy
But it doesn’t have to make anyone feel queezy

I wouldn’t write if I didn’t care
About all the time people do have to spare

I am so eager and ready to please
I’ve simply decided to drop all the Christianise

It really isn’t too hard to find
A profoundly true love like mine

Even if I’ve shouted, “No More!” “No More!”
I will never be told to shut the front door.

a friend

sarah g. 
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victoria

untitled

You must change your life the moon says to the Alpha Wolf for your pack 
is no longer one. You leave behind the ones that are slow and also those 
who are lacking a strength this is not good for you for you will also be left 
behind and at the end of my visions are nothing but lonely wolfs howling 
at me asking why. And I will say I came to you long ago and reminded you 
that your purpose was to run as one and when you mate, mate for life. When 
one is slow you don’t leave behind you slow down so you can run at a pace 
of one when one is lacking you find their strength and have them use it to 
the full potential for you are also lacking quality both the other is packing 
so you pull together and make one cat together, run together, stay together.

La luna is the divine light of the night. It is the brightest star. Watch 
as it shines so bright. La luna is the mother of the wolves and also the 
guidance of all children of the night. 

She shines so bright, 
the sight 
of that beautiful shining light. 

Beautiful she is but sad and lonely, waiting for that day she gets back what 
she has sacrificed to lead the lonely into the light. No one stops to realize 
that she does yearn for that day when things will be made right and la 
luna and el sol will be one once more.

la luna
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untitled

I am looking at my children the one thing I am going to miss most from the earth, 
not a day passes that I don’t miss them from their little fingers to their little voices. 
There is nothing like them for their movement is unique. How I yearn for them 
but have faith of time is always passing I am growing to be a long lasting mother.

victoria

victoria

Victoria the great a humble queen one of the finest, purple is my favorite 
color which fits my name for purple symbols Royalty and Victoria is a 
name of a great Queen.  8 letters are in Victoria which 8 means eternity 
for it is the one number that never ends.  Which fits with my favorite song 
Future “Never End”.  

They ask me what’s my secret I say its pinky inside just like the store 
sometimes I wonder if its really my name is Victor cause sometimes I feel 
I was meant to be a boy just joking I love being Victoria I even named my 
daughter Viktore for it’s very strong.  It’s quite divine it even gots a shine.

live for

Gallegos that is the name of a great hobby when I am bored at three am 
I jump on my bike with the light on my forehead here we go oh what a 
memory to make what will we find they say it’s trash but growing up I was 
told one man’s trash is another man’s come up.  If you still don’t understand 
it’s called dumpster diving you should try it.  It’s a memory that last we don’t 
drive cars were bike cycle riders and dumpster divers that is my passion if 
your gonna do it do it right not in mid day best time is around midnight and 
some say when the college kids are finishing up for the summer there you go 
I gave you a start so now why don’t you try it yourself tell me what you think.
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oscar’s bosslady

trees

Looking at trees, honoring the Ents.
Touching, communication, sharing.
These are the “ancients” from my youth.

Houses of Holy – so to speak.
Trees are the essence of my Breath 
And the Script of my Tribal History. 
What marks them – their rings, 
are the signs of wedding 
Mother Earth

krista

My Soldier is here 
Together we stand as One
My Soldier, my Friend
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shawn b. 

I lie alone in this cell block lost in my dreams.
Reliving’ memories and rememberin’ the
Scenes.
I play em’ over & over…
Over & over.
I play em’ over and over but then I only get
colder,
Flash back to conversations and the tears on my shoulder.
The faint whisper that “I love you” through the sobs when I 
hold her.
I play em’ over & over…
Over & over.
I often wonder what she thinks at the sound of my name.
Does she even ever miss me or believe that I’ve changed.
I play it over & over…
Over & over.
Over & over, I’m brought to life by the thoughts, but then I 
realize I was dreamin’ and awoke behind blocks.
My heart knocks against the ribs for which woman was made,
I’ve prayed to God every single day hopin’ to save.
I play it over & over…
Over & over.
How to explain about the pain, I cry myself to sleep daily,
broken hearted livin’ miserable, my vision is hazy.
Second guessin’ am I crazy or still stuck in the shock.
Day after day I keep on prayin and I pray that it stops.
I pray it over & over…
Over & over. 

over & over
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shawn b.

I hold this fear of bein’ blinded by tears.
Blinkin’ blots of bloody rain drops,
through the years.
No more dream.’ I can’t believe that 
I’m still screaming.’ and everywhere 
I look theres burnin’ humans 
mixed with demons.
Surrounded by the stench of melted 
flesh and people panting.
Psychotic souls, possessed with dilated
Eyes and chanting.
Something about a tech nine verse
played back words and some Ouija.
Enveloped in darkness, destruction
Feelin’ greedy.
I’m sufferin,’ can you see me. 

fear

what is time

Is time a self inflicted deprivation
I can’t handle.
A torture I bestowed upon my self 
that I’m left rattled.
With a psycho side effected personality
I battle.
What is time.
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shawn b. 

love

Love...comes and goes within life.
I hate to love inside these walls.
Sometimes I question what’s right.
You see. 
Maybe somedays I’m filled with
comfort knowing you’re there.
Then there’s the nights where thoughts 
and feelings seep. To a world of
Despair. 

It’s funny how a love for one 
can uplift or put down.
How a simple gesture or even word
transforms a smile to a frown.
Are they just tears of a clown from a 
Cholo doin’ some time.
I’m confused and have mixed feelings
I’ve been searching to find.

...a purpose. Maybe reason
to calm my mind and not show, 
because the worst part is not knowing
I mean. I don’t know

Love can save a man from self destruction 
and pain.
But it can also break one down in shame. Lost to the game. 
So ponder on the words “to love” 
in hopes we advance.
Open up your heart to love and give me a chance. 
They say that if it’s real,
love will not waver or doubt.
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That it won’t fail, second guess or hold
A grudge or burn out.

They say that love is patient not self 
seeking or proud.
That it’s not jealous, rude or angry

and can be found in a crowd.
That true love will always trust,
persevere and protect.
That it will always keep on hoping
through a storm of neglect.

Love it keeps no record of the wrongs it endures.
Without this love we’re but a mere
Existence living in blurs. 

A Mr and a Mrs.
Await each others kisses. 
A love bird in a cage 
and thee other whispers wishes.
A lonely realm of life, 
separated by his sickness.
She’s always hurt inside 
and all they have now are the glimpses.
A princess with an endless love,
and a heart made out of gold.
A prisoner who’s nights are cold,
and fighting for his soul.
But only told, that worry weakens.
Rebuke the one who’s creepin,’
close your eyes and put your faith
into the one thats teachin.’ 

outcome from drinking
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shawn b. 

How much more wrong can I do
when my life is screwed.
Spi-rolled, out of control 
and now I’m soaked in the brew.
King Cobra, red wine is my Red Rum demon.
Inside I’ve been screamin’
and my heart is still fiendin.’
For the love of the world to acknowledge
I’m here.
To walk paths with the angels and to have
no fear.
For what’s near.
Is it life or the death of addiction.
I’m imprisoned by the bottle and it’s
Blurring my vision.
I’m tryin’ to maintain,
but the pain I can’t bare.
I’m in a critical condition,
in a state of despair.
...and slowly slippin’… 

addiction

I tell myself everyday that it won’t be long.
I’ve been broke and defeated and I’m 
 now headstrong.
The only thing that resides are the voices 
that hide.
Within the cracks of my mind but
 they’re good for rhymes.
And in time I hope to find the kind
 of life that I’ll pace.
The sunshine in the faces of the ones 
that await.

enough
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Through the razor wire gates I’m chasin’
 fate with a smile.
 It’s been a while
But I’m here to shake off hate through a trial.
And I’ll be back baby, betcha bottom on that.
Because I’m picking up the pieces to 
my puzzle I lack.
 Under attack
And held a hostage, hope and happiness
killed 
But by the power and the blood that spilled
 I’m now being healed.

I won’t be shaken-
I’m only dead to the world.
 I was forsaken-
But I’m forgivin you girl.

Because the feelings that I’m feelin’
Leave me filthy in flames.
And if I choose to hold the fire than 
 I’m burnin’ up sane.

I gotta change, ‘cause this life I’m 
 livin’s eatin’ me up.
Even without my baby’s Momma
 I refuse to be stuck.

I’ve had enough!
Baby, I’ve cleared my vision with tears.
It was enough to keep me going crazy 
living in fear.
But I’ll be back lady, I’ll shake it off
 in a year.
The only difference is I have the 
strength and will persevere.
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ese silent

To the girl in my pocket
The one who took my love and locked it
I’m so thankful for your love and how you never 
stopped it
You’re my ride or die
Holdin it down whether I’m on the street or doing time
The only sparkle in this cholo’s eye
Although I am far from perfect at best
In my love you chose to invest
So for ever I’ll be your Juan and only
The man by your side when your feeling lonely
Through thick and thin, sink or swim
Right or wrong we’re bound to win
So my love always remember that it’s OUR life
And soon someday you’ll be my wife 

the girl in my pocket

My body is covered with penitentiary tattoos.
A walking talking billboard, expressing my passions and views.
My beliefs have been embedded in my heart and my mind.
Through my veins run the pure blue sangre that comes only 
from my kind.
I find myself surrounded by true soldados and vets.
Motivated by a cause that’s been lost on the rest.
Mandatory workouts and mission are routine.
Whether you love it or hate it, we keep our car clean.
Held to a higher standard.
I’d rather die on my feet, f*** livin on your knees.
So there ain’t no question homeboy, Ima keep a shaved head 
and a sharp a** crease.

kanpol
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cheech

untitled

Intro from behind the ink or in front of the paper perception tells no lies. 
Through the ball point reversing gravity, transformed through the motion 
of independent limbs. By precise detailed existence in plain sight. I write.

untitled

Slowing the movement of the masses
The cause of crashes thinking 
of the fastest way to die.
Every breath of life is an
illusion of time. The breach of
silence is a deadly defiance,
make’n beliefs immortality
Scream f*** science
One way in no way out
A sky has no limit, dwelling
in the gift, true pleasure no need
for measure.
 LIFE
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donovan white

So, today you live life.
You live it without strife.
Everything is well.
Well, you’re just running to hell.

Realize now,
That that’s not how 
You’re supposed to live.
Its like watching a recorded show, live.

What happened to me.
Just set me free.
I’m not like you.
I’m living life from a different view.

I’m not human.
I’m a completely new man.
And my life’s mine.
Just in time.

just in time
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anthony e. 

I have hurt many and lost much due to my inability to admit and accept 
the fact that I am a Drug Addict and Alcoholic.  I have lost much, my 
family and my friends.  Hopefully it’s not too late to get my family back 
into my life.  And all the loved ones that I’ve harmed.
      Each morning, I take the time for meditation and Prayer.  Each night I 
give thanks that I’m a believer.  I take responsibility and declaration very 
seriously.  I am learning what it means to live this new way of life.
      Since my incarceration, I realized I need to be clean and sober, I’m still 
recovering slowly, but surely.  What a great feeling that life has to offer.
     Today, I know life is full of trials and tribulations but they are not 
designed to make me give up, but to help me grow.  I’ve surrendered to the 
will of a loving God.  One whose ways are mysterious to me, but to me I 
will always follow Jesus as a follower and a believer. 
      Jesus is my love and my best friend.  All I have to do is the right thing 
at the right time and do it right.  And I thank God for that.
      So, I’ve given up trying to determine or even guess where I’m heading 
today.  Jesus has opened the gates of Heaven for me.  He is waiting for me 
when the right time comes.  Only He will know when.
    I’m thankful that God came into my life and truly saved me and rescued 
me.  I thank God for coming into my life and Jesus too.

I have opened up my eyes and I’m grateful for that.  

Truly Yours,

Anthony E

letter
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anthony e. 

I need to claim the events of my life to make myself right.  When I truly 
process all that I have been through it may take some time.  I am fierce 
with my reality.

I have no more time for regrets.  Every morning when I awake I ask my 
soul this question: If I die tonight what would I regret not having done 
today?  All I need to know is that searching for something more is settling 
for nothing less than I deserve.  And admitting that I want something 
more in my life is the first step in starting over.

I need time and space to grow into my authenticity and to accept myself, 
not for what is wrong, but for what is gloriously right.  I need to become 
strong, only the strong will survive.  I have ran away from my life.  But 
unconsciously my better half, my authentic self knew that the day would 
come when I would have to face my strongest weakness and wrestle my 
demons down on the page in order to save my soul.  I gave my soul to God 
and his beloving son Jesus Christ.  Only the Lord will hold my future.

Sometimes I have been awakened in the dead of night after a dream by 
the insistent voice of a superior.  I did what I was told.  Every time I pray 
it’s like he is next to me standing by me, watching over me.  What a good 
feeling to become one of God’s sons and to become one of his sheep.  I 
know he is True and Pure.  He is my best friend and my love of a lifetime.  

no time for regrets
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postsecret
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chino b.

appreciation

I know I can’t give much from the situation that I’m in…
But you’re one of only a few that will actually listen…
You give me a chance to speak and to be heard…
Even if it’s through paper with a pen writing words…
I can’t express how it feels to be treated as an equal…
And not a criminal in court vs. the people…
Labeled as an inmate just another statistic…
And not a human being who might be gifted…
But you’ve seen through it all and caught glimpses of the real me…
Putting thoughts in this paper hoping others can feel me…
I know you take time out of your day to come and volunteer…
So I thought I would do the same, but do it from in here…
Just a few words to show my appreciation…
Thank you CSU for your time and dedication…
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chino b.

Our lives are led by the choices that we make, right or wrong, good or 
evil…
But what you believe in your mind is your own reality, so that makes you 
an individual…
The human mind is so unique, something that we may never fully 
understand…
The way I process information has made me who I am…
From the time I was born I have never stopped learning, as my thoughts 
get more complex…
As every second passes our thinking patterns we have developed will only 
tell our bodies what to do next…
The actions we commit will all have a consequence…
But only in the individual mind will it all make sense…
No one will ever know what my instincts, emotions, or beliefs are based 
upon,
So who is anybody to judge to say my choices are wrong…
I do believe everything has a purpose and things happen for a reason…
Maybe my freedom was took to give me a chance to keep breathing…

choices
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black cat

A man is locked away.
No one really cares what happened. 

They had enough to call him pariah, outcast.
They don’t care what really happened. 

They curse him, shun him, slander him and take away all forms of 
freedom available to his fellow man.
They care not for what really happened.

They imprison him, lie to him, and remove all his loved ones from his life.
They crush his soul.
They care not at all for what really happened.

They know better than those involved. 
They are learned and astute observers of probability.
Therefore, they must be right over anyone else.
And they care not one bit about what really happened. 

For them who else would there be to blame?
For who is the ‘better’ man? 
For who would want to be proven wrong? 

So this is Why.
Why no one truly ever cares about what REALLY happened .

what really happened
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black cat

Shadows cast upon my soul
Fear and Anguish take their toll
Digging a deep and dark hole 
Filling it with a twisted cold

Abiding my time in the void
Life that’s been locked away
Emotions played with and toyed
Ever hoping for that lost day. 

Longing for a release to my freedom
To savor all that I lost
No more tears to shed for some
No more mourning for freedom’s cost

To hold all that I love
I would slay the world
Or tackle the gates above
To see her heart’s wings unfurl

And treasure every precious touch
Every whispered breath
Never enough and all to much 
Worth my life or very death

Sunlight cast upon my soul 
Love and joy take their toll
Filling the deep and dark hole 
Overflowing as it becomes full.

                I Love You. 

released
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tusk

Author’s note: My name is Tusk.  I am 33 years old and I write flash fiction 
and spoken word poetry.  I don’t write often in rhyme so this pieces is a bit 
different for me.  This is a pivotal point in my life and I am about to head to 
prison for 6 ½ years…I’m trying to keep it honest, positive, and as raw as I 
can.  Whoever you are, be well.

From lock downs and lock ups to
Hip hop and bass drops my mind is
Falling out of the gutter

Hope’s long I’m head strong
Forgive myself and move on I 
Allocate my thoughts clear the clutter

A so-ill soliloquy I transcribe me so 
Mindfully my pen begins to sing syncopated

An epigram of empathy I focus on my 
Family the edges of my life so serrated

Years ago they saw in me the man
That I could never see I’m finally
Getting there so belated

Through selflessness and honesty I 
Right my wrongs and I’m set free I 
Radiate what I’ve created

Said…

i say
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lanisha w. 

To me la luna means the glow of the moonlight, the sound of the waves,            
     the smell
of the beach, the love you feel with the person you are with --
with the light of la luna you can commit.
It is something to make you happy, to make you smile, 
something that is so powerful, It can make my love worthwhile.

la luna
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bb-runtz

My personal belief is in the universe and the law of attraction.  I believe 
that whatever you put into the universe, positive mood, happy outgoing 
demeanor, will come back to you in some shape or form.  The law of 
attraction is basically the same thing, but whatever you put out into the 
universe is attracted into your life.  For example if you are having a bad 
day and you end up going home after work and finding a parking ticket on 
your car and a bill in the mail, you feel like the world is against you, so it 
puts you in a negative mood and you start expecting it so you keep finding 
that parking ticket and bill each day because it’s what’s expected.  My belief 
is that what I expect is what is going to happen.  It is not always true, it has 
to be realistic, but if you believe in it and are grateful for what you have 
already, good things will always come.  The main reason I believe in this is 
because nowadays we can actually measure a thought, it is a real physical 
thing that exists.

this i believe

random

The three legged camel asked why the Indian was sad.  The Indian said, 
“I am not sad my tears are natural and they water the corn that will be 
harvested.”  The Indian then rode his canoe up a telephone pole and his 
front right wheel fell off as he was falling.  He wondered, “Hmmm.  How 
many pancakes will be left on the doghouse tonight?”  The three-legged 
camel then caught the Indian in his canoe on the space in between his 2 
humps.  The camel asked why he was wondering that for the camel knew 
the answer.  It had to be three pancakes that were left on the doghouse, 
because oranges don’t have bones.

Author’s note: Do not take me seriously.
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bs

Just because I am grumpy
Doesn’t mean I am always serious
Doesn’t mean I can’t crack a joke
Doesn’t mean I don’t want to hear what you say
Doesn’t mean I have to look happy
Doesn’t mean I heard what you want me to.
I want to hear what you have to say, so I can seriously crack a joke.

Just because I am poor
Doesn’t mean I want what you have
Doesn’t mean I have no respect or manners
Doesn’t mean I don’t know how to work hard
Doesn’t mean I wouldn’t prefer the finer things
Doesn’t mean I believe in stealing
I am able to live with what I have and be happy

just because

i know a lot about me

I know what I can do and can’t do.  I’m not on this planet to prove 
anything to anyone but ME.  By watching everyone, I learn more about 
me.  I know I stay quiet because what I have to say isn’t nice.
I have learned to be happy with what I have rather than wish for 
something I don’t.
I know I’m ready for the future, but my future is a minute away.
I know most of the time being alone is something I prefer.
I know that I have a good heart.
I know a year in jail is something I can survive.
I know that I was only trying to help.
I know that this can only make me stronger.
I refuse to let this break me.
I know family is everything to me.

I know a lot about ME.
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bs

These two titles are one and the same for me.  I had been land surveying 
for almost 5 years.  In my dad’s footsteps, he had done it my whole life.  
It hit me like a ton of bricks to hear that he wasn’t able to go to work one 
day.  This man went to work no matter what, there wasn’t anything that 
would stop him from working for the last 23 years.  This job requires him 
to be there, when someone is building a subdivision or a highway is being 
put in, there is a lot on the line.  We would work in any weather from 100 
degrees in the summer to 0 degrees in the winter.

The day that he didn’t come to work was a wake up call for me, my dad is 
going to die.  His health wasn’t good, at 58 years old finally diagnosed with 
lung cancer, it had spread to the liver by that time.

When he went in for a biopsy, the hospital wanted to admit him.  I almost 
came unglued when the nurse wanted to argue with me about taking him 
home.  My older sister, brother, and myself took care of him at home the 
next two weeks.  Toward the end my sister  was checking my dad’s vitals, 
the panic in her face when she couldn’t find a pulse is something I’ll never 
forget.

That day when I went to touch him after he had passed away, and his 
body still holding a little bit of warmth, was already going stiff from rigor 
mortis, was the scariest thing that had ever happened to me, and also the 
saddest moment of my life.

the saddest moment of my life,
the scariest thing that ever happened to me
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Freeze, put your hands up give me all your dope
When you’re locked up it feels like there’s not hope
Anger management, character first, AA
That doesn’t matter we get in trouble when we give things away off our 
tray.
I give peanut putter away, most people would charge a stamp for a scoop.
Pretty much forced to act like a drug deal just to give away a soup.
My friend says if I could cut my heart out I would give that away
Most of the tweekers here would do that for me.

generosity at its felonioust

bs

Author’s note: Hi my name is Ben-aka BS.  I’m happy to be part of Speak Out 
this season.  You might be able to catch a little bit of my mind in my writing 
and art.
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postsecret
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danny d.

As I sit here waiting, waiting for the day when I make my decision of doing 
good or bad, all my Life I have made bad choices.  Even still to this day I 
do make poor choices.  But today that stops.  Today I will get up hold my 
Head high and know that the choice that I make will bring me to a better 
way of Life so that’s why I ask you father to guide me in better decision 
making because when I do it I end up walking the wrong path.  So today 
I make the choice to give my will and my Life to you Father, Lord.  Amen.

choices

Mother I was once a cute little boy Blonde hair blue eyes I know I was 
your pride and joy. You held me and rocked me to sleep. As I grew up I 
lost the angelic look. Now that I’m older I wonder if that little boy left or 
if he is trapped trying to fight his way out.  I don’t know if he could make 
it in these cold days.  The world has been cruel to a “man” that walked 10 
thousand years ago.  These days haven’t gotten any better even though this 
“man” has given his life for us we use his life as a credit card hoping one 
day we make of a better life and start living for him who gave his life for us.

a bundle of joy
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danny d.

a mother’s love

A mother’s love 
Is so pure
A mother’s love
Is so warm
A mother’s love
Knows no depths
A mother’s love
Has many faces
But when I look into
Your face I see a sad
Look cause the path your
Son has took many nights
I know you have spent 
Wondering if I will ever 
Change and many nights
I have not proved you right
But I know you will always 
Love me even though I 
Keep messing up but one
Day I will get it right just
Hope it ain’t too late
To make it right
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untitled

What does God think of authorities who commit felonies in order to “stop” 
a misdemeanor or commit misdemeanors to cover up THEIR felonies?  
And the arrogant assumption that the laws they make and are sworn to 
uphold somehow do not apply to them?  Our Creator says, “Woe to those 
who decree unrighteous decrees.  Who write misfortune which they have 
prescribed-to rob the needy of justice and to take what is right from the 
poor of My people, that widows may be their pretty and that they may 
rob the fatherless.  What will you do in the day of punishment and in the 
desolation which will come from afar?  To whom will you flee for help?  
And where will you leave your glory?  Without Me they shall bow down 
among the prisoners and they shall fall among the slain.” –Jeremiah 5:26-
29

He also said, “For among My people are found wicked men; they lie in wait 
as one who sets snares; they set a trap; they catch men,.  As a cage is full of 
birds so their houses are full of deceit.  Therefore they have become great 
and grown rich.  They have grown fat; they are sleek; Yes, they surpass 
the deeds of the wicked; and they do not plead the cause, the cause of the 
fatherless; yet they prosper and the right of the needy they do not defend.  
Shall I not punish them for these things?  Says that Almighty.  Shall I not 
avenge myself of such a nation as this.”  -Jeremiah 5:26-29

As we witness our government turn against us by denying our constitutional 
rights and watch every move we make, remember the Almighty God and 
what He thinks of this tyranny.

jeshuan
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jeshuan

What of the axiom of two “astronomical impossibilities”?-  The Virgin 
Womb and Empty Tomb= the TRUTH filled and emptied both (in 
Yahushua ha Messlack) The embodiment of the Everlasting God.

1080

Astronomists’ scientism (pea-brained men)
Calculate this to be the number of atoms in 
the Creator’s universe.  A finite guess.  
Only when arrogant atheists sound
Do scientific rumors abound.

1 in 1040,000

These are the odds (Godless) evolution actually occurred.
That is, the chance all the necessary enzyme proteins “accidentally”
aligning and growing into even a single celled life form.
I’ve heard it said that there is a better chance of a 747, after exploding in 
mid-air then completely reassembling itself and landing on the ground.  
There is a better chance of this happening than the possibility of Darwin’s 
evolution “theory” occurring randomly.
The primordial “soup” was a pre medical “coup.” An unfortunate version
We are taught to “believe” in Darwin’s theory and also to “trust” the 
numbers0namely probability ratios.
Do the math= there are 2,000 enzymes in the human body.  The chances 
of all 2,000 of these enzymes assembling themselves by accident and 
forming a human are akin to throwing an uninterrupted sequence of 
50,000 sixes with unbiased dice!  Believe that…

Apathetic android.  Natural beaut.  Notoriously gorgeous.  Radian.  Anti-
Me Kleptomaniac.  Obsinate orphan.  Narcissistic narcolept. Intelligent & 
knowingly wise.  My true love. 

Is it better to have this Obamanation or to have let Mitt happen?

untitled
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jeshuan

• This man claims lineage back to King David, and in fact it has been 
announced on Israeli Television Channel 2 that this is the case.  Lineage 
to King David is a prerequisite for the title of the Jewish Messiah, and will 
likely also be claimed by the counterfeit.

• This man is heir to the highest throne in existence on earth today

• This man has incredible “behind the scenes” power and is able to 
manipulate world governments with his influence

• This man is deeply involved in the occult and in the new age movement.

• This man has authority over Freemasonry and the Illuminati worldwide!

• This man has enormous wealth and through his holdings could, if desired, 
control the world’s food supply.

• This man is an accomplished military man, having piloted fighter aircraft 
and captained naval vessels

• This man’s media exposure has already exceeded that of every other man 
in history, and yet he is still looked upon favorably by the press.

• This man steers the environmental ethics and business agendas of the 
world’s most powerful multinational corporations.

• This man and his sons have already taken a traceable biochip implant into 
their right hands.

• This man has officially requested of the European Union to be named the 
“King of Europe”

this man
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• This man is apparently the heir to the title “King of Jerusalem”

• His “Coat of Arms” is full of allusions to biblical Satanic imagery.  For 
example, it includes a creature that has “the head of a lion, the body of a 
leopard, and the feet of a bear.” Rev. 13:2.  It has a prominent Red Gradon 
and a coded statement that reads, “I, the Black prince serve the Red 
Dragon.”  There is much more detail of the Coat of Arms that is very much 
worth looking into.  Go to prophecyhouse.com for more info.  Google: 
Prince Charles’ Crest

• This man’s genealogy includes seemingly almost everyone who has ever 
been anyone-including most all of European royalty, Russian royalty, and 
occult bloodline supposedly to Yahshua (Jesus) and Mary Magdalene, 
King David, and even to the prophet of Islam-Mohammad.  He is related 
to many former presidents including Bush, Clinton, JFK, and George 
Washington.

• This man actually appears to be a descendent of the tribe of Dan

• This man’s first name, Charles, means “Man” (Rev 13:18 says it is the 
number (666) of “a man”).

• And incredibly, this man’s official name (title) scripturally calculates to 
666 in both the Hebrew and the English!

…is Prince Charles of Wales!
 

Author’s note: Most of what I’ve written here is mean to be didactic.  My 
hope is the reader will take the info presented and research it for themselves 
on the internet and in other media outlets.  Also I’d like the readers to know 
(whether they like it or not!) there is indeed a Loving Father who created 
them-that you are not a mistake or accident of nature but someone created 
especially for a purpose in His creation.  May Jahsua (Jesus) bless you and 
manifest Himself to you in these “last days.”
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que

How are you??  It seems like just a simple question, How are you?  No one 
ever says the truth, at least most don’t.  We all have our problems.  It doesn’t 
matter who you are.  From the very rich, to the very poor.  In the world 
today, we are a very sh*tty society as a whole.  There is so much me-me-
me-me.  I want it now!  If you don’t have enough setbacks, or problems in 
your life, add a Handi-cap.  Like one day, without the use of one of your 
arms, or put a patch over one of your eyes.  Put an earplug in just one ear 
for a while, go into a busy restaurant or a crowded walkway and try to carry 
on a conversation.  Count how many times that you ask “What was that?” 
“Excuse me” “Say again.”  Wrap an ace bandage around one of your hands 
covering your fingers like all you have to work with is a stump.  Better yet 
just tape one of your thumbs to the top of your hand.  Make like a karate 
chop and tape it in place like that all day and see if you think it’s hard or 
difficult.  Of course it would.

My whole point is we as a race need to stop, slow down, and smell the 
roses.  Take a minute and count your blessings.  Before you even go to the 
mirror in the morning-smile.  Yes have a smile on your face when you see 
your reflection in mirror greet yourself with a smile.  We were made in His 
image-what a beautiful thing He made in His Love-now greet everyone 
with a smile and His Love and see how your day goes.

untitled

Of all the things 
these eyes have seen
your Beauty haunts my dreams
mystic visions flow
your touch I no longer know
my Body screams
I hold you
only in my dreams
 

visions
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Here it is folks the best soap on the 
market it virtually cleans everything 
bad spills are no problem oil stains
no problem fire ball stains no problem
folks OnWay has nothing on this. This is the 
one true miracle cleanser it does it
all folks here is Bob Barker to tell
you more about it take it away Bob
“Hi folks it’s true the price is 
right.” After a long hard day of scheming and 
running sweat shops and when I’m 
feeling tired and dirty “I reach 
for my maximum security.”
Stock up today!

maximum security

que

Besides God it is the most
sought after thing in the universe
Beetle’s were right with that
song Love, Love, Love, Love is all we need
Everyone and anything walking
talking breathing and farting
flying crawling or bawling
barking purring or growling
need love we all need love
so come a little closer
cuz you fit like a glove
I thank my stars from up above
that I have your love

love
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uncle willy

Who understands me but me when I say my mom means everything to me 
and that I would gladly die for her?

Who understands me but me when I say I’m a new person and my future 
holds unlimited possibilities?

Who understands me but me when I say Jesus has turned my life around 
and that my son prospers in the knowledge of the Lord Jesus?

Who understands me but me when I say I’m my own man, I make my own 
decisions, and I decide my future?

Who understands me but me when I say there’s an eagle trapped inside of 
me, with the heart of a lion and the ambition of a ram, just waiting for his 
day to fly?

Who understands me but me.
 

who understands me but me?
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uncle willy

it won’t be like this for long

Sitting in a cell counting bricks on the wall
7 feet wide 9 feet tall
The cage I’m stuck in is so damn small.

The life I was living was so damn big.
Making that money, working on the rigs.
Drinking that liquor, puffin on some cigs.

My problems came from the females I craved.
Everything was cool if I just got laid.
It didn’t matter how much money I made
I just needed p***y to get me through the day.

6 months in jail will f*** with your head
You’ll start to regret all the things you did
You’ll start to let out all the secrets you hid

Everything can be bought with money…WRONG
The previous moments in life are always too short and never too long.
But my life is far from gone
Ima get back up, Ima come up strong
Just remember it won’t be like this for long.
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eric e. 

It’s how I feel,
it’s a curse: love
love just hurts,
but it’s so good.

Take me to my place,
Where I want to go,
The place down low,
The place is high

I only love you,
Yet I hate you.

“We all live to die,
and die to live,
so what’s the point,
of living life,
if life just contradicts”

black love
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eric e. 

Black is dark
Just like your heart
Black is dark
Like a Black rose

Black as The Raven
Is my love for you
I feel dark
So I dress in Black

You slayed my heart
In the pitch Black
Of the night
And got away with murder

You tell Black lies
To pull the Black sheep’s wool
Over my eyes

All I have to say 
Is that Black works
But not well in this life
Maybe in hell
Black will work

Black is most definitely dark

black is dark

I just wanna take it slow
Go with the flow
Walk on the waves
My whole life on the 
Back of my hand
Don’t rush through it
Caress the people in your life
Play your cards with what’s been
Dealt to you through life

Take it slow
Don’t cha know
That when you do
Life comes to you

Love someone for who they are
Not what they do
Depression, anger, drug use
Live life the way you want it
Keep going

Take it slow
Don’t cha know
That when you do
Life comes to you

take it slow
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t. rizz

I want to live right but don’t
know where to go should I have
a soft heart or a heart of
stone?  If I have a soft heart I’ll
get hurt and I know that living
with a heart of stone is all I’ve
known.  I’m a-turn my life around
and bring it out of the ground, fill
it with positive not negative or I’ll drown
in bull crap and lies.  Oh how I despise
bull crap and lies, but this is my life.

untitled
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turning point boys

I had the blues until I got the news
I had the blues until I got the news
She said don’t have the blues, follow the clues

I had the blues because I got no money
I had the blues because I got no money
Until I saw a bear who drowned in honey

I had the blues because of you
I had the blues because of you
But then it came, something new

To find the man who made the plan
To find the man who made the plan
To flip the pan and drop the pancakes

I had the blues until I found the answer
I had the blues until I found the answer
Until I found within my heart a dancer

i had the blues
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the boss

Stuck behind locked doors, Not telling for how long, days months, even 
years.  The tension I feel usually comes with a few tears, not only from me, 
but also from my fellow peers, overwhelming emotion we never felt until 
we ended up here, once a sense of worry, fear, now only seeming Crystal 
Clear.  Our feelings on how our freedom just disappeared, it vanished, 
evaporated almost into thin air, the no control I hardly bear.  It seems I 
have no chance, is this even fair?  Does anyone even hear our cries, or 
even really care?  You’re telling me because of our actions our freedom was 
taken away?  Well I ask you!  Are we gonna get it back someday?  Or even a 
smile we can exchange with one another saying have a wonderful day!  The 
fresh air our lungs long to bear, and the spontaneous stuff we do because 
of a silly dare.  I’m only asking because I don’t want to hear from a man or 
a woman in uniform telling me “Oh yes we care,” when I know my feelings 
on my freedom are too great to bear.  I have this broken heart with a huge 
tremendous tear, so lost and broken that there’s no love in this heart that 
I can share.  Now can you understand why I ask if you can be there?  To 
help me, fix me, and sew up this big ol’ tear!  So I can be free again and not 
always looking over my shoulder in fear, I want to be able to look in front 
of me with a Road Crystal Clear, not always locked up, with an excuses on 
why I’m really here, so I’ll stay pure so my vision is not cloudy but Crystal 
Clear.

crystal clear
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Near

Smile from ear to ear,
know I’ll always be here,
So love never shed no tears,
I’ll always be right here to help fix
Everyone of your fears, just think of me love
and know I’ll always be right here!

You

Love grab ahold of my hand,
know there’s no other man,
For I only think of you,
I can’t see myself with any other but you,
If that’s alright with you, I’d like to call you my boo,
Cuz I no longer can keep this feeling inside,
I have to tell you
I love you

near, you

the boss
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what’s wrong

Whispers all around just to try & bring me down trying to stay afloat, but 
there’s just too big of a hole in the bottom of my boat and try and calm my 
thoughts as I think of a soft melody note, still I feel like I’m barely afloat, 
dying, try to calm and start to choke, anger, aggression, resentment and 
much more.  Now I want to fight those whispers & laughs with baseball 
bats and more, I feel these emotions so  strongly right from my core.  
Come on people, “help” me out here!  Before I destroy myself with the 
help of you even more. Stop talking, stop laughing, just stop.  Before the 
whispers become too much.  I can’t hear it anymore, it’s slowly killing me 
right down to my soul and core.  Please stop, no more, no more, you’re 
killing me, I can’t hear anymore!

the boss
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I am Big & Beautiful
I wonder will I ever marry?
I hear my heart cry
I see my wedding day
I want my children back
I am Big & Beautiful
I pretend not to be hurting
I feel pain
I touch other’s lives
I worry about my Stacie
I cry when I’m all alone
I am Big & Beautiful
I understand Stacie is my life partner 
true friend
I say be positive
I dream that I’ll be happy one day
I try to help others
I hope for all the girls to never come 
back
I am Big & Beautiful

i am

melissa s. 
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stacie b. 

I look into the mirror,
Melting mirror smiles.
One reflection yours, the other mine.
You my love defiled.

You who falsely played my love
Leaves scars upon my heart.
I should of took the skin from
Off your face to see you for who you are.

Your lies no longer hold me, I 
Am free to move on. Your true
Colors are now shown and your
Innocence now gone.

melting mirror smiles
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now it’s your turn to speakout!

I am from a quiet place.
I am from too much change and Oklahoma. 

Share your own work in the back of this book. If you feel you’ve written 
something brilliant, feel free to drop it off at the CSU Community Literacy 
Center, or leave it in a public place for someone else to read. Use the prompt 
below or one of your own. 

I AM FROM...


